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08. REFERENCES

04. IDENTIFICATION

03. SETUP
The research is divided into three parts:

Identification
Identifying which fragmentomics
features to use
Extracting the features from the
data set

Processing
Find the most appropriate
manner to combine feature
values for all samples for the
same dataset

Evaluation 
Selecting specific metrics from
the processed data to assess the
complementarity of the identified
features.

DETECTION OF CANCER USING BLOOD

Quantifying complementarity between different cfDNA features

01. BACKGROUND
Recent research has indicated attributes of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) called
fragmentomics as a promising method for late stage cancer detection in a
non-invasive manner. 

The primary objective of this research is to uncover hidden patterns and
interactions that could enhance the accuracy and sensitivity of blood-based
cancer diagnostics (Liquid Biopsies). 

This study explores he complementarity between three fragmentomics
features; fragment length distribution, and nucleotide fragment end
sequence diversity and nucleosome positioning for four different sample
groups; breast cancer (BRCA) , colorectal cancer (CRC) , lung cancer
(LUAD) and healthy controls.

Various machine learning techniques such as linear regression were
employed to quantify any complementary relationships between the
features

02. RESEARCH
QUESTION
Explore the
complementarity of
various fragmentomics
features

LOG2(SHORT-LONG RATIO) OF
FRAGMENT LENGTHS [2]

THE TRINUCLEOTIDE FRAGMENT END
SEQUENCE DIVERSITY

Divide the genome into 5Mb bins (per
chromosome) and count the
trinucleotide frequency
Trinucleotide: 

A sequence of three consecutive
nucleotides. 
DNA is made up of four types of
nucleotides: Adenine (A), Thymine
(T), Cytosine (C), and Guanine (G). 
A trinucleotide could be any
combination of these, like AAA,
CCT, or GTC.

Use the Gini index to get a value G
which is a measure of statistical
dispersion for every bin.

06. EVALUATION

Linear Regression
Use Linear regression to confirm if its possible to predict one feature from another

Multi-Omics Factor Analysis (MOFA+)
MOFA+ exploits the dependencies between the features to create a simplified representation of the larger
dataset defined by multiple latent factors. 
These factors capture the global sources of variability in the data [5]. 
Each factor has weights that highlight how important each feature is in determining the factor's value. 
MOFA+ can use these factors to determine which features contribute to the same latent factor thus,
indicating relationships like complementarity.
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NUCLEOSOME POSITIONING PATTERNS
Observed using a numerical value known as The Windowed Protection Score (WPS). 
Defined as the difference between the number of DNA fragments completely spanning a 120 bp window
centered at a given genomic coordinate and the number of fragments with an endpoint within that same window
[3]

EXTRACT FEATURES FROM DATA:
DATA WAS BINNED INTO NON
OVERLAPPING WINDOWS OF 5-
MEGABASE (MB)
OVER 500 FEATURES OF A TYPE PER
SAMPLE
ONE FEATURE - PER SAMPLE PER BIN
E.G. 
CHR1:0-5000000, ONE MEASUREMENT
ALL FEATURE VALUES FOR A DATASET
COMBINED INTO ONE FEATURE MATRIX:
PER DATATSET PER FEATURE TYPE

ALGORITHIMS

SHORT-LONG RATIO OF THE FRAGMENT LENGTHS AND WPS

07. RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

Across all four groups - BRCA, Healthy controls, CRC and LUAD, our
findings consistently indicated that the two feature types were largely
independent from each other, suggesting that short-long ratios and the
WPS do not significantly influence one another. 

Mmajority of the correlation values are centered around zero for all
groups, suggesting a poor linear relationship between short-long ratios and
the WPS. 

WE ASSERT THAT THESE TWO FEATURE TYPES EXHIBIT A HIGH DEGREE OF
COMPLEMENTARITY, AS THEY PROVIDE UNIQUE AND NON-OVERLAPPING
INFORMATION.

SHORT-LONG RATIO OF THE FRAGMENT LENGTHS AND 5' TRINUCLEOTIDE
FRAGMENT END SEQUENCE DIVERSITY
On average counts per trinucleotide ending are close to identical per sample group for each chromosome with endings such as AAA,
and TTT regularly having large counts and TCG and CGA consistently showing low counts.
 

For the BRCA and LUAD datasets we consistently saw low R-Squared
scores throughout indicating that the two features are very
independent from each other.

The healthy control and CRC datasets some chromosomes had large
scores.
We observe a consistent negative correlation between the two
feature types across both the CRC and healthy control datasets. 

However, the actual values for the Gini index are all closely clustered
together, It is challenging to draw conclusions why this feature is so
uniform from a purely computer science prospective. 

WE THEREFORE CONCLUDE OUR INVESTIGATE AND ADJUDICATE THE
GINI INDEX [6] DOES NOT CAPTURE UNIQUE FRAGMENTOMIC
FEATURES, AND SHOULD NOT PURSED AS A BIOMARKER FOR THE
DETECTION OF CANCER.
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